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Abstract: This article is dedicated to women's marriage with foreigners that is considered as a vital topic not only in Uzbekistan 

but also in other countries and major  disadvantages that are being brought with the help of this marriage and gives some 

suggestions  about the ways which help women to increase their position in society in order to prevent this kind of marriage and 

not to meet with below mentioned issues. 
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 For the time being,if we look with  a careful consideration,we see in cycling that most women who are not able to recognize their 

significance in their homeland get married to men who are from another countries and from my point of view,it is extremely 

essential topic to discuss so that everyone has to pay attention to its side effects.Creating different vacancies and providing females 

with a job in their own countries and increasing their position in society can be one of precise solutions. 

  Actually,discussing about this marriage seems unreasonably. However, I have noticed that this marriage leds to numerous issues 

in the not distant future.Followings are recognized as major problems: 

  Homesickness -after getting married women have to live with their couples and they will be away from dears and nears.It can put 

a lot of relationship pressure on them.It takes  much time to meet. 

  Cultural shock -is always known as a great problem. Many people who do this find it hard to cope with food,lifestyle, traditions 

and wearing style also. 

  Language barrier-not knowing well foreign languages provokes misunderstanding especially among women who grew up in the 

rural areas where the education is a bit poor. 

  Religious looks-in Muslims it is not allowed women to have a relationship with Atheist or Christian men so it can also be a 

problem. 

  Differences in bringing up children- parents come across difficulties while giving education owing to various backgrounds.  

  Forgetting the native language- this situation occurs by living in other countries where they have not been able to hear their native 

speech for many years. 

   Acceptting values that are various- they will come and be forced to accept them because of the sake of tradition. 

  Misunderstanding- their spouse can not fully understand who they are no matter the love.  

   Acceptance-these women will never be accepted by the people in their spouse's life. 

   The main reasons of this type of marriage may be lack of money as a result of unemployment and being uneducated.To make 

more clear most foreigners have a habit of offering money to women to persuade them to marry.In order to avoid above mentioned 

problems women's position must be increased in society.Luckily,in Uzbekistan countless opportunities are given to females by 

government with the help of President Shavkat Mirziyoyev. Alternative solutions can be to make girls more 

educated,knowleadgeable  and provide with professions and parents should be persuaded to give permission to the girls to learn 

and create enough chances in the house condition.Because there are some parents who fail to perceive like girls'  education is not 

as important as boys(Qiz bola birovning hasmi,eri boqib oladi).By taking knowledge all females can easily find their position,job 

and they never loose the level of significance and they do not need to marry to foreigners. 
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    To sum it up I tend to say that from ancient times women have been appreciated and played a key role in every part of the globe. 

There are some talented women among us who need a great encouragement for the first step to work.Tell the truth,there are also 

advantages of marrying to foreigners like traveling,broading horizon, knowing about other cultures and traditions.However,the 

disadvantages outweigh from its advantages in that case.Our country has enough chances to work,to get a job and increase our 

position in society-they are just in our hands to touch.         
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